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About TEMHCO
The Top End Mental Health Consumers Organisation Inc (TEMHCO) is not-for-profit and
charity organisation located in Palmerston. We provide a drop-in centre for people living with a
mental illness and a place where our members can feel safe, build friendships and receive the
help and support they need. We work together with other organisations ensuring the best
possible service to consumers and their families.
TEMHCO obtained its ABN status from 1 November 1999 and has been registered with the
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) since 3 December 2012.
TEMHCO is endorsed as a Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) from 1 March 2019. It is covered
by Item 1 of the table in section 30-15 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
TEMHCO provide activities for our members that promote confidence and self-wellness. We
run both Art Therapy and Music Therapy classes by qualified instructors who have had several
years’ experience working with people who experience mental illness. Other services include
therapeutic services such as massages, facials and men’s grooming and we also provide
meditation classes. Our services include weekly outings to other drop-in centres such as Day
to Day Living and MiPlace or attend Grow at the Somerville Centre in Gray. Other activities
include BBQs, sewing and craft activities, computer sessions and community gardening. We
also provide free tea and coffee services and members can also purchase a healthy lunch for
a gold coin donation.

Our Vision
TEMHCO’s vision is to encourage wellness and social inclusion within our community and to
promote and protect good mental health for all and that we treat people with the experience of
mental distress fairly, positively and with respect. We aspire to continuously promote mental
wellbeing to our members and to the wider community. We will continue to advocate for our
members to help educate the wider community regarding breaking the stigma and shame
placed on mental illness. We are committed to achieving improved outcomes for people with a
mental illness, their carers and their families. Our ultimate vision is to help our members live
full and meaningful lives where they have the confidence to participate in society.
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Our Mission
TEMHCO’s mission is to promote wellness in mental health through high quality, culturally
appropriate and holistic programs and services that will help educate and support our members.
We will provide an advocacy service so that our members voices can be heard and will continue
to liaise with Government, community service and business agencies to breakdown stigma
within our community.

Our Key Principles
TEMHCO’s key principles underpin our strategic direction:
•

Person-centred holistic care that partners with consumers and carers

•

Providing care that is culturally safe and appropriate

•

Providing an environment that is both safe and comfortable

•

Providing the relevant resources

•

Providing resilience

•

Enabling individuals to connect

Our Key Values
TEMHCO’s key values are important in how we believe we should behave:
•

Acceptance – we accept individuals into the service with honesty and respect for their mental
illness.

•

Consistency – we support individuals consistently through their mental health journey
offering.

•

Authenticity – we provide therapeutic models that engage the individual with authenticity.

•

Valued – we believe that every individual mental health journey is important and respect the
value of their experiences.
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Our Strategic Direction
TEMHCO’s six strategic directions assist the consumer in developing skills for independent
living and self-management of their mental illness through the following:
1. Staying Well
2. Improving Services and Support
3. Enabling Social Participation
4. Empowering Choice
5. Removing Inequality of Opportunity
6. Organisational Excellence
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Message from the Chairperson
Good day everyone another year has flown by so fast since my last report.
During the 2020/21 financial year, we have been successful in many ways
with increased government funding, increased memberships and referrals
and some notable awards. During the Mental Health Week Community
Awards our very own Jimmy Nasir was presented with the Volunteer
Advocate Award. We also received a NT Human Rights award for Social Change and a trophy
for our contributions towards the NT Peer Workforce. TEMHCO had another Open Day event
in August 2020, where there were over 100 attendees. Some of the notable guests included
Her Honour the Honourable Vicki O’Halloran AO, Administrator of the Northern Territory,
Federal Member for Solomon, Mr Luke Gosling, Speaker of the NT Legislative Assembly, Hon
Ngaree Ah Kit, the NT Anti-Discrimination Commissioner, Sally Sievers, and Minister for
Health, Hon Natasha Fyles. Our open days certainly seem to be the popular places to
attend each year. Guests had the opportunity to purchase some of our very talented
artist’s creative artwork as well as do a tour of our newly completed Community Garden.
We held a workshop during the Mental Health Week where attendees had the opportunity
to create our “Together @ TEMHCO” banner which featured a handprint from all the artists.
This banner was displayed at the 2020 Darwin Community Legal Service (DCLS) Rights
on Show, together with many more artwork created by our talented artists. The
“Together @ TEMHCO” symbolises the importance of working together for mental health
recovery and for the community. The true “TEMHCO family” are the ones that are willing to
work together as a team for the greater good of the community and not for self-gain or
attention. It truly saddens me to still see a small band of people who have continued to try
and harm the good reputation of TEMHCO and all it has achieved through additional grant
funding to support mental health recovery. Research has shown that people who behave
this way are unable to face their own inabilities and are jealous of the success of others.
TEMHCO is a success due to those who volunteer their time as well as the employees in
working as a “team”!

Maggie Schoenfisch
Chairperson
6 November 2021
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Message from the CEO
It has been another successful year at TEMHCO, despite setbacks brought
about since the COVID-19 pandemic. During the lockdown in June, our
members once again kept themselves busy making face masks for the
community. We have been successful with some grant applications that
has increased our capacity to provide further services to our members.
These new projects will enable more peer work training and employment
opportunities for people with lived experience. During the year TEMHCO was very honoured
to receive some significant awards for our continued work within the community. We have
continued to train students who are studying community services, mental health, and peer
support and require work placement hours. During the year I was able to employ Tracey as our
Program Coordinator to help with an increasing number of new members requiring our services
and to support student placements. During the 2020/21 financial year, our membership number
rose by 95% in comparison to the previous year. We introduced some new activities that
included leatherwork, lapidary and pearl making, collaborated with Grow with some wellbeing
classes that were held at the centre and Tammy introduced Reiki to our members. We sadly
said goodbye to Betty and Rose took over with relaxing massage treatments. I completed my
master’s degree in counselling and have been providing some non-clinical counselling
sessions for our members. Our community garden continues to flourish, and the pumpkins took
over our smaller garden space and provided our members with some delicious lunches. We
introduced more outing activities with our members being able to visit various markets over the
weekends and enjoy BBQ lunches during the dry at our local community parks and visit
museums. Near the end of the financial year, we successfully obtained further funding for a
further 1.2 FTE positions for the drop-in Centre by the NTG Department of Health through
additional funding by the NTPHN and we were successful in our Information Linkages and
Capacity Building (ILC) grant application for NT Peer Workforce Program that will employ an
additional 3 FTE positions. I hope you enjoy reading our 2020/21 Annual Report and look
forward to what the new financial year will bring us.

Helen Day
Chief Executive Officer
6 November 2021
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Treasurer’s Report
During the 2020/21 financial year, TEMCHO continued to contract Belinda
Howie and her team at Northern Sky, who ensure our organisation
continues to remain transparent and compliant for our funding bodies.
During the financial year, TEMHCO was also successful in obtaining a
further $280,983 from the following funding grants:
•

$77,336 recurring added to the original 5-year NTG Drop-in Centre Funding

•

$177,213 ILC grant – NT Peer Workforce

•

$26,434 ILC grant – NT Youth run by NTLEN

Self-generated funds obtained during the financial year was $16,885 (GST exclusive) that
included $6,829 Donations and Fundraising; $5,519 Consultancy Income; $2,392 Trading
Activities; $954.55 Sale of Goods; and $1,191 Membership Fees. Other income reported
includes $2,250 NTLEN; Donations received $1,500; and ATO COVID-19 Tax Bonus of
$11,044.
The 2020/21 audit was carried out again by KBP Audit Services and reported the following
results:
Operating Result
The net result of the Association's operations for 2021 was a Profit for the year of $13,787
(2020: Profit of $22,732).

Sustainability
Net Current Assets Less Net Current Liabilities for 2021 was $81,624 (2020: $67,094).

Cheryl Wenitong
Treasurer
6 November 2021
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Financial Year in Focus
During the 2020/21 financial year TEMCHO introduced three new activities that included:
•

Leatherworking with Marc

•

Lapidary and pearl jewellery making with Mark

•

Anything Goes – Tactile workshops with Claude

The tactile workshop also produced some wonderful mosaic steppingstones for our community
garden and our consumers also designed three beautiful banners. TEMHCO also received the
following awards:
•

Joint winners of the NT Human Rights Award 2020 The Fitzgerald Social Change Award

•

Special Recognition Excellence in Mental Health Workplace Award

•

Volunteer Advocate Award – Jimmy Nasir

•

Promoting Peer Work in the NT Recognition Award

Therapeutic Activities
Art Therapy Program
This year has seen the Art Therapy Program at TEMHCO
operate in a Covid safe setting, with check in apps, hand
sanitiser and appropriate social distancing occurring in the
large and well-ventilated space. We have well and truly
settled into the Woodroffe space and have operational
procedures for setting up and cleaning up, a well-stocked
storage room and a regular and consistent consumer base in
attendance who welcome newcomers alike. The client
centred approach has enabled the consumers to work on
projects that cater to their individual needs as well as work
together on collaborative pieces. Access to the program is
encouraged through group/project work, one on one tuition in various art forms, open studio
times for development of individual pieces, and critical debate and dialogue about artwork and
creative processes. This program focuses on 2D painting and drawing in a range of mediums.
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Some of the events that the Art Therapy program participated in this financial year are:
•

TEMHCO Open Day 2020

•

Mental Health Week Art Exhibition 2020 (MIFANT)

•

International Women's Day Art Exhibition @ Palmerston Rec. Centre (APM & NDIS)

•

Rights On Show Exhibition 2020 @ Supreme Court

•

Schizophrenia Awareness Week Exhibition 2021 (MIFANT)

•

TEMHCO Together Banner (a collaboration created in a MHW inclusion project and
later exhibited at the Supreme Court)

•

Excursion to MAGNT to see the Indigenous Art Awards Exhibition

This year featured a 12-week Beginners Drawing Workshop which ran during the wet season
and has generated support and enthusiasm for an extension drawing course, as well as a
similar 12-week program for watercolour and acrylic painting (coming up this wet). It is always
a pleasure to see the satisfaction on a consumer's face when they complete a picture and
proudly display it to the group.

Textiles Program
This financial year has seen the extension of the
Reusable Face Mask Project in the Textiles
Workshop, we are completing the masks inhouse and have branded plain masks with the
TEMHCO logo. This activity has cycled through
periods of popularity and being on the
backburner as the demands of the community
change with local Covid restrictions. There have
been two main projects available to consumers
to participate in; the hand painted tablecloths for
the program room (which can be used for a
range

of

purposes

like

community

engagements and displays) that has seen all consumers of the program get involved and
contribute to the decorating. As several consumers enjoyed the social aspects of the programs
a few morning teas were held and ideas like the tablecloths were discussed and created. The
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Mad Hatter's Tea Party was a successful, fun and bonding event, we also had an April Fool's
morning tea.
Dressmaking has also been a focal point of the TEMHCO Textile Program this financial year
and consumers have learned how to use a pattern, and in some cases do not use a pattern, to
make an article of clothing. Participants have made dresses, shorts, children's clothes, bags,
upcycled skirts and jeans. Other projects include Christmas decorations, dolls and doll's
clothes, and quilts. The repair and alteration service has seen a consistent flow of consumers
bringing in goods that are not ready for landfill, and many have learned the value of fixing before
forgetting. We have also custom-made wheelchair accessories like bags and cushions.
Up and coming projects for the TEMHCO Textile Program include tie and ice dying, and
printing (screen and block) onto fabric.

Tactile Art Program
As outlined in last year's Annual Report the Tactile Arts Program delivered the following
workshops in this financial year.
Following on from last financial year the boab carving
and sensory blanket workshops were extended beyond
the intended timeframe due to covid restrictions, and
these were presented at the 2020 TEMHCO Open Day
Exhibition to rave reviews. The recipients of the
sensory blankets were:
•

Autism NT

•

Alzheimer's Australia NT

•

Woodroffe Primary School Special Needs
Department

•

Durack Primary School Special Needs
Department

•

AARCS Aged Care NT
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We hope to be able to produce these
sensory blankets on a consignment basis to
interested groups or individuals.
A

mosaic

workshop

(2020)

produced

decorative pavers for our community garden
as

well

as

providing

consumers

the

opportunity to get some dirt under their nails
and make a colour statement. These have
been installed in between the garden beds.
An extension of the project allowed consumers to make a take home trivet for their personal
use.
Marc Gallagher (Yarraman) ran a leatherwork project on
alternate Thursday mornings for 6 months in 2021. The
consumers learned about cutting, embossing, and sewing leather
and completed individual projects like key rings, belts, wallets
and purses, and also had the opportunity to repair their own
leather items. On a few occasions, Marc brought his horses which
also provided the consumers with another form of therapy.
Mark Rio (Bear Opals) ran lapidary projects (2020 & 2021) initially
for a special Mother's Day project, where seeded pearl shell was
cut and polished into charms which were then made into necklaces. The program extended to
gem polishing and many consumers took the opportunity to learn a new skill and see the
wonderful effects that are created when a stone is worked and refined.
The TEMHCO Tactile Program continues to provide a studio setting, specialist tuition, and
group or personal engagement for the undertaking of any 3D projects that cannot operate in
the 2D or Textile space. Consumers are encouraged to develop their own ideas and follow their
imagination to create new and exciting projects for themselves. All programs seek to fulfill
contemporary environmental and ethical issues around reusing and recycling materials to keep
them out of landfill.
These programs have been developed and facilitated for TEMHCO by Claudine Garonzi,
Specialist Artist and Arts Facilitator, Bigartz Enterprises.
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Music Therapy
Throughout the period Jul – Dec 2020, the music therapy
group at TEMHCO was held every Friday morning for two
hours. The group is facilitated by Crystal Robins, who is a
registered music therapist with a Masters of Music Therapy.
From Jan – Jun 2021, the group was run fortnightly by Crystal
Robins, with the alternate weeks facilitated by individual
participants at TEMHCO who have some musical expertise.
The music therapy group sessions are tailored to suit the
needs and requests of attendees each week. It is attended
enthusiastically

by

participants,

who

are

welcomed

regardless of whether they have any prior musical skills or
not. The group enjoys singing together, and often make remarks about the effects and benefits
this group singing has on their general mood. Some participants have composed their own
songs and have performed these within the safe space of the group. Participants can choose
songs for the group to sing, and to learn new skills on a range of instruments available to try
out. TEMHCO has a few guitars, a keyboard, ukuleles, drums, and a supply of percussion
instruments including tambourines, shakers, xylophone, and more.
Singing and making music provides both a physical and mental work-out. Group singing is
known to increase feelings of togetherness and connection, is beneficial in stress and pain
relief, is an emotional release, builds cognitive and memory skills, regulates breathing and heart
rate, and releases ‘feel good’ chemicals in the brain. The group is a place for participants &
TEMHCO volunteers to connect with each other and partake in a meaningful activity, and to
express themselves through music within a safe space.

Reflexology & Reiki with Tammy
I feel so blessed to be involved with TEMHCO on a volunteer basis, providing basic counselling
to consumers, every second Monday, as well as part of the therapeutic team providing both
reiki and reflexology. Operating my own holistic health business, I regularly see the benefits of
all these modalities helping people in their everyday lives.
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Reflexology assists with relaxation, brain power,
blood circulation, boosting metabolism and
energy levels, and improvement with nerve
functions. Reiki helps to reduce stress, relieve
pain, clear emotions, balance moods, reduce
blood pressure, cleanse toxins from the body,
and enhance organ function.
Therefore, to provide these treatments to the
consumers of TEMHCO is a true pleasure,
knowing in some small way, I am helping them to
enjoy a few moments of bliss, knowing it will have
long lasting effects for them, well after their session
with me is finished.
I am a certified Reiki Master, with degrees in Justice
Studies and Psychological Science. I am currently
undertaking my Honours year at university and will
follow this with my Masters in Psychological Science
to become a Clinical Psychologist in due course.
Therefore, it is a true pleasure to be involved with
TEMHCO and to utilise my skills with helping the
consumers.

Relaxing Massage, Ladies & Men’s Grooming with Rose
In November last year Betty Lum sadly was unable to
continue her massage therapy treatments at TEMHCO and
this was replaced with Relaxing Massage with Rose every
fortnight and Reiki with Tammy on the alternative weeks.
I am a qualified beauty therapist who has been providing
therapeutic treatments at TEMHCO since 2016. I provide
treatments and massages to the participants who attend the
centre. I do three different sessions, a Men’s Day, Ladies’
Day and a Relaxing Massage Day. This way no one misses
out and everyone gets a treatment.
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Many participants thank me and are grateful for what I do for them. A certain man suffers from
a lot of lower back pain and every time he receives a massage from me, he has told me that it
relieves him of pain for two straight days. A lady with a medical condition which affects her feet,
making them stiff and sore has said they loosen up and become more flexible. Plus, she receive
less to no pain every time she receives a foot massage.
It’s not just massages that are helping but the other various treatments I also do facials, waxing,
haircuts/trimming, tinting to boost morale and confidence among all the participants. Another
lady who receives eyebrow waxing and facials from me told me her friends have said that she
looks good and that her skin looks great. She also told me that the treatment is very relaxing
for her. The men also complement each other after they get a haircut. It is very rewarding to
see how the participants benefit from my treatments.

Outdoor Activities
Tuesday Outings
Every Tuesday our members have the choice of attending
Grow at the Somerville Centre in Gray followed by lunch or
that can travel on our bus to the Northern Suburbs. Some of
the places that they have visited include My Place for their
Art Classes and the TeamHealth drop-in centre. Members
also can go shopping at the Casuarina Shopping Centre or
visit various op shops.

Other Outings
During the Dry Season our member were
able to enjoy visiting our local parks for a
BBQ every Friday afternoon. They also
visited various museums to attend various
art exhibitions that were held throughout
the year.
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Other Activities
Computer Sessions or Board Game Activities
Members can use one of our three laptops for computer
sessions to help build their computing skills and type up
resumés. We also have invested in some online Microsoft
Word and Excel courses to help build-up our volunteer’s
skills. Some of our work placement students have taken the
time to sit with our members to help them with these courses.
During the quiet time after lunch, some of our members have
enjoyed playing some of our board game activities that we
have available at our centre.

Coles Shopping Centre Monthly Promotion &
Community Wheel
On the third Thursday of every month, we run a promotion stand outside the Coles Shopping
Centre in Palmerston. This stall lets the community know more about the services that we
provide in assisting with mental health recovery. Both our Chairperson, Maggie Schoenfisch
and Treasurer, Cheryl Wenitong have been running this stand as well run the Community
Wheel every third Saturday of the month. TEMHCO is very grateful for their time in running this
and for the money they raise with the Community Wheel.
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TEMHCO Open Day event
On the 10th of August 2020,
TEMHCO opened its doors
to the public to display the
creative artwork designed
during

the

year by

our

talented artist and provide a
tour of our new community
garden.

Her Honour the

Honourable Vicki O’Halloran
AO, Administrator of the
Northern Territory, was very
delighted

to

inspect

our

community garden and was
able to provide us with some
very useful tips. We would
like to provide a special
thank
Cubillo,

you

to

who

Veronica
did

the

Welcome to Country. We
would also like to thank our speakers, Minister for Health, Hon Natasha Fyles, Noelene
Armstrong and Lauren Keys, NT Lived Experience
Network working group member, Maria Vescan,
TeamHealth (and TEMHCO board member), who
spoke about The Way Back Program, Grant Draper,
CEO Jacana Energy and Her Honour the Honourable
Vicki O’Halloran AO, Administrator of the Northern
Territory who presented our sensory blankets made by
our consumers to the four chosen recipients. We also
had a very talent music presentation by one of our
clients, Sean Kennedy, who played a self-written song
titled “The Long and the Short”. Thank you, Sean, for
being brave enough to share your work that was
received well by all that attended our open day.
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TEMHCO Achievement Awards
Mental Health Week Awards
This year during the Mental
Health
received

Week,
two

TEMHCO
awards

for

Jimmy Nasir who received
the

Volunteer

Advocate

Award, and we received the
Special

Recognition

Excellence in Mental Health
Workplace Award.

Promoting Peer Work
in the NT 2020
At the Promoting Peer Work in the NT Workshop held in March
this year, where four of our consumers completed the
Foundations in Peer Work training and/or Cert IV Peer Work
(four units) and their placement training at TEMHCO. Our
CEO, Helen Day was a panellist on Experiences in Developing
a Peer Workforce and was also presented with a trophy for
Recognition and Appreciation Award – for outstanding support

of students in Mental Health and Peer Work studies. Willing
and generous hosting of
student work placements and
supervision. Students who
participated in this training
were also presented with a
certificate.

NT Human Rights Award
In November 2020, TEMHCO was joint winner of the 2020
Fitzgerald Social Change Award – for an Organisation at the NT
Human Rights Awards ceremony. It was such an honour for
TEMHCO to receive this award and were chosen amongst ten
other notable organisations.
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Student Placements
During the 2020/21 financial year
TEMHCO supervised and trained
a total of twenty-three students
who were undertaking their Cert
III, Cert IV and Diploma in fields
such as Community Services,
Mental Health and Peer Support.
A number of these students
identified as persons with a
mental health lived experience,
culturally and linguistically diverse
(CALD), and/or Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander. Excluding
the

students

studying

Peer

Support, our students had been
referred by CDU, Alana Kaye and
Alffie.
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Community Garden
Our community garden continues to flourish and help feed our members. TEMHCO would like
to thank Jimmy Nasir who has cared and nurtured our garden and encouraged other members
to join in. During the year our pumpkins went a little wild and our members including some of
the neighbouring properties were fed well with our abundance of pumpkins.
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2020 Christmas at TEMHCO
We had a good turn out for
Christmas Party in December
that was held at the Winnellie
Hotel. The dining area was
packed with over 40 members
who attended our party. Secret
Santa was there to ensure that
everyone received a present.
TEMHCO also hosted a special
Christmas Eve lunch for those
consumers

who

were

still

around and those that attended
also received a small gift from
our CEO, Helen Day.
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2020/21 Auditors Report
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Sponsors
TEMHCO would like to thank all the following sponsors and affiliates who have either funded
us, provided donations or donated their services to us during the 2020/21 financial year.

Marie-Clare Boothby, MLA Member for Brennan

DSS - Information Linkages and Capacity
Building (ILC) program

